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Straight increasing
trend of direct
investment
between China and
Thailand

China is the second
direct investment
country in Thailand with
investment total of 42530
million Bhatt in 2013.
Direct investment total
in China from Thailand
is 483 million dollars in
2013 with 389.31%
growth rate.
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I. the legislative system of foreign-invested enterprises Laws

China:
Subject legislative
system

the
legislative
system
Thai :
action legislative
system

China: Subject legislative system
The legislation of foreign invested enterprises focuses on
the subject which is foreign invested enterprises by the
uniform legislation with formulating the subject actions, such
as establishment, approval, capital management, enterprise
organization, investment agreement, shareholders contract,

enterprises management, enterprises

immovable property

rights, labors, profits distribution in the same law.

China: Subject legislative system

foreign invested
enterprises

Chinese-Foreign
Equity Joint
Ventures

the Law of PRC on
Chinese-Foreign Equity
Joint Ventures and the
Regulations for
Implementation of it

Chinese-Foreign
Contractual Joint

the Law of PRC on
Chinese-Foreign
Contractual Joint and
the Regulations for
Implementation of it

Wholly Foreignowned Enterprise

Wholly Foreign-owned
Enterprise Law of PRC
and the Regulations for
Implementation of it

Thai : action legislative system

The legislation of foreign invested enterprises focuses on
the actions of foreign invested enterprises. There are special
laws, or special charters or articles in laws for foreign invested
enterprises according to their different actions.

Thai : action legislative system
The Foreign Business Act

the Immovable Lease Act for Commerce and Industry

The laws
relative

the Public Company Act and the Civil and Commercial
Code
The Condo Act and the Land Code

The Foreign Working Act

the Investment Promotion Act and policies enacted by BOI

Comparison of the two legislative systems
China

Thailand

uniform foreign invested enterprises laws

uniform foreign business law

problems to keep in line with the
international practice

keep in line with the international practice

uniform and convenient for the application
of the laws for foreign enterprises

Scattered laws for foreign enterprises

Repetitions, conflicts, contradictions

prevents the legislative repetition and
confliction

II. the definition of foreign-invested enterprises

China:
the single criterion
The
Definition
Thai :
the multi-criteria

China: the single criterion
Whether an enterprise is foreign-invested enterprise
depends on whether there is foreign direct investor as
shareholder according to Chinese single criterion. If the
enterprise has a foreigner as shareholder, it is foreigninvested enterprise, no whether how many shares the

foreigner holds. It means the foreign-invested enterprise
is contrast with 100% domestic-invested enterprises.

China: the single criterion

The division between domestic juristic person and
foreign juristic person in China also uses the single
criterion, of which is according to the registration nation.
All the enterprises registered in China are domestic

juristic person and the ones registered in foreign
countries are foreign juristic person.

Thai : the multi-criteria

Some foreign-invested enterprises are foreign juristic
persons, some are domestic juristic persons. The foreign
juristic person in Thailand is defined as several kinds with
different criteria.

They are as follows:

1.The criterion
the juristic persons not registered in Thailand are foreign
of registered • All
juristic persons.
nation
2. The
criterion of
control

• If a limited partnership or registered ordinary partnership
has the natural person not of Thai nationality as the
managing partner or manager, it is a foreign juristic person.

3. The
criterion of
double
capital
majority

• It means that if a juristic person registered in Thailand has half or more
of its capital shares held by the natural person not of Thai nationality or
by the juristic person not registered in Thailand, or has the persons
mentioned above investing a value of half or more of the total capital of
it, it is a foreign juristic person. It also means that a juristic person
registered in Thailand has half or more of its capital shares held by the
three kinds of foreign juristic persons mentioned above, or has the three
kinds of foreign juristic persons mentioned above investing the value of
half or more of its total capital, it is also a foreign juristic person.

Comparison
Thailand

China

incite the foreigners to evade the special
regulations for foreign juristic persons by
dealing with the share distribution or shareholding style.

It is impossible and
unnecessary to do such evasion
in China.

beneficial to domestic capital and enterprises
development, and promotes the foreign
investors try to cooperate with domestic
investors

no such effects.

III. investment direction of foreign-invested enterprises
item

China

Thai

rules

1. the Regulations for
Guiding Foreign
Investment Direction;
2.the Catalogue of
Industries for Guiding
Foreign investment;
3.the Catalogue of
Dominant Industries for
Guiding Foreign
investment in the
Midwest Region.

1.The Foreign
Business Act and
Restricted Business
Activities under it;
2.the Investment
Promotion Act and
policies enacted by
BOI

kinds

encouraged,
encouraged,
restricted, prohibited, restricted,
and permitted.
prohibited, and
permitted.

Comparison
1.The division of the foreign investment
direction is the same;
2.the laws just rule the encouraged,
restricted and prohibited kinds of
businesses except of permitted kind of
business;
3. different of the description of the
principle and the particular projects in
detail;
4. Significantly, the policies for foreign
investors are the same in Thailand. But
in China, the central and local
government all has authority to make
encourage policies and give approval.

IV. The establishment license of foreign-invested enterprises

Now, the foreign invested enterprises establish of China and
Thailand is subject to management by two methods, namely,

confirmation and recordation, just the distribution of approval
power and the approval authorities of the two countries are
different.

items

China

Thailand

The methods

confirmation and recordation confirmation and recordation

The executed time

Since 05/2014, just
confirmation before

For long time

The approval authorities

Ministry of Commerce,
commerce department of
province, city, county or
district.

Cabinet, Foreign Business
Committee. BOI

The distribution of the
approval power

depend on the amount of
investment and the kinds of
invested projects

Depend on the kinds of
invested projects

V. immovable property rights of foreign-invested enterprises

China:
the doctrine of
national treatment

immovable
property
rights
Thai :
the doctrine of a
differential treatment

In China, the foreign invested enterprises have the
same legal status as domestic invested enterprises
Land use right for construction through transfer.

ways to
acquire the
immovable
properties
for foreign
invested
enterprises

Land use right for construction created through
allotment
Getting land use right for construction by jointlyinvesting with the Chinese enterprises having land
use right for construction

Getting immovable rights by lease
Getting immovable rights by transferring from
the former right holder

In Thailand, the legal status of foreign juristic persons is
different from the domestic juristic persons, of which mainly
focuses on the land ownership acquirement. If the foreign
juristic persons want to acquire the land ownership, it needs

the BOI ratification under the condition stipulated by the
Investment Promotion Act.
Land usufruct and superficies

ways to
acquire the
immovable
properties

Immovable property lease

Condo unit ownership
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